Divine Will
Treasure of Heaven

My little children, reflect on these words: the Christian’s Treasure is not on earth but in
Heaven. Our thoughts, then, ought to be directed to where our Treasure is.—Saint John Mary
Vianney, priest

From the Book of Heaven
V25 – 10.25.28 - “My daughter, everything that the Queen of Heaven did is all in that Divine
Fiat that She had the Glory, the Honor to Possess. It can be said that all of Her Acts are
Enveloped within the Endless Sea of the Divine Volition, and Swim in It like the fish swim in
the sea; and the soul who Lives in It makes Arise not only all the Acts of My Celestial Mama,
but she makes Arise again, and puts in the Field, all the Works of her Creator. Only one who
Lives in My Will can sit at the Divine Table, can Open all His Treasures, can Enter into the
Sacrarium of the most Intimate Secrets of the Divine Hiding Places, and, as the owner, takes
them and gives them back to her Creator.”
V25 – 11.4.28 - “My daughter, what Great Treasure has been Entrusted to you with so
many Truths I have told you on My Divine Will; a Treasure that has Its Source in Its Divine
Womb, and that will always give Light without ever ceasing. My Truths are more than sun,
that gives light to the earth, invests it, fixes on it; and in fixing on it, it gives birth, on the face
of it and for each thing, to the effects and the goods that its light contains. But, jealous, it
does not detach its light from its center; and this is so true that, as it moves on to illuminate
other regions, the earth remains in the dark.
“On the other hand, the Sun of My Truths, while it does not detach from Its Center,
Fixing Itself in the soul, forms in her the Perennial Day….”
V25 – 3.17.29 - “Therefore, it can be said that one who does not take these Truths into
consideration, does not Esteem Them, Appreciate Them and Love Them, is a child of Ours
who does not Appreciate and Love the Greatest Thing that Exists in Heaven and on earth;
and by not Loving It and Esteeming It, they come to suffocate these Children of Ours and to
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prevent Their generation. There is no greater evil than this: not to use all the Care in
keeping a Truth of Ours—as the Greatest of Treasures, because it is Our Child, it is the
Bearer of Our Life upon earth.”
V30 – 12.21.31 - “See, My daughter, My Ardor of Love is so Great, that I Want Everything I
have done for Love of creatures to be Recognized; but this, for nothing else than to Give. I
feel a Restlessness for Giving, I Want to form the Depositories of My Life, of My Works, of
My Pains, of My Tears—of everything. But these do not depart from Me if they are not
recognized. By not recognizing them, they prevent My Step from drawing near to place in
them what, with so much Love, I Want to Give; and besides, they would remain without the
Effects, they would be like many blind who cannot see what is around them.
“On the other hand, the Recognizing is Sight for the soul, that makes the Desire and
the Love Arise, and therefore the Gratitude toward I Who So Much Want to Give; and they
Jealously keep My Treasure Deposited in them, and, in the circumstances, they make use
of My Life as Guide, of My Works in order to Confirm their works, of My Pains as support of
their pains, and of My Tears in order to wash themselves if they are stained.
“…Therefore, Be Attentive, let nothing escape you, and in this way you will give Me
the Field to be able to give you the Most Beautiful Surprises.”
V30 – 1.17.32 - “…Therefore, Be Attentive and do not lose anything of what My Will
Manifests to you, because in due time everything will be needed—nothing will go lost. Do
you think It does not take into account even just one Word of what It says? It counts
everything and loses nothing; and if in your soul It has formed Its Cathedra in order to
deposit Its Truths, however, the Primary Cathedra It keeps reserved within Itself as the
Greatest Treasure that belongs to It, in Such a Way that if you lose any Word or
Manifestation that belongs to It, It already keeps the Original within Itself, because what
regards My Divine Will is of Infinite Value, and the Infinite cannot disperse, nor is it subject
to dispersing; on the contrary, Jealous, It Preserves Its Truths in the Divine Archives.
Therefore, you too, learn to be Jealous and Vigilant, and to Appreciate Its Holy Lessons.”
V33 – 7.8.34 - It seems to me the Divine Volition, with Searching Eye, is always Looking at
me to see if in all my interior His Adorable Will flows as Prime Act. And with an Admirable
and Divine Jealousy, It Invests Everything, Surrounds Everything, It Looks at them whether
the act is little or great, but It Looks to see if the Life of His Will Runs there, because all the
Value and the Greatness of an Act is Supported by if there is His Will within. All the rest
reduces itself, for however great it could be, to a very thin veil that is enough to cover and
hide the Great Treasure, the Incomparable Life of the Divine Will.
FIAT!!!
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